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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has restricted the AP and antenna combinations for a
design to be limited to one model integrated antenna AP for
carpeted spaces and one model external antenna AP, with high
gain antennas for industrial, maintenance, or storage areas.
When moving between a carpeted area to an industrial area, the
engineer forgets to change survey devices and surveys several
APs. Which option is the best to reduce the negative impact of
the design?
A. Deploy unsurveyed access points to the design.

B. Increase the Tx power on incorrectly surveyed access points.
C. Resurvey and adjust the design.
D. Deploy the specified access points per area type.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given:
Which option enables the code to compile?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

C
B
D
A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three statements are true about database storage
structures?
A. Segments can span across data files within a tablespace.
B. An extent contains one or more segments.
C. A data file can span across tablespaces.
D. Data objects are stored as segments in tablespaces.
E. Tablespaces contain one or more data files.
Answer: A,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e40540/physical
.htm#CNCPT1109
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